
LCN600 Connected Learning  -  

Online tutorials - via Collaborate Ultra 

Tutorials using the Collaborate Ultra web conferencing software will occur most 

weeks. They will include topic related discussion and opportunity for general 

questions. You can participate through oral and written chat. Tutorials will be held on 

Monday evenings at 7.30-8.30 pm (Brisbane time).  

Links to the tutorials will be posted on Monday each week to the Collaborate Links 

page. https://opencl.linkinglearning.com.au/lcn600-community-connect/lcn-600-

collaborate-links/ 

 

The tutorials will be recorded so you can revisit tutorials or catch up on missed ones. 

Recordings will be posted to the Collaborate and on the Open CL website. 

 

Information on using Collaborate Ultra: 

https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Participant/Get_Started/ 

10 mins before the tutorial is due to start, click on the link to the relevant week's 

tutorial on either the Collaborate Links page of the unit website or by going directly 

to the Collaborate Ultra space in Blackboard. 

Each new session, when you get into the tutorial room, please check your audio 

settings. Information on this is available here: 

https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Participant/Participate_in_Sessions/

Audio_and_Video 

Practice beforehand ...to get a feel for the Collaborate tutorial environment you 

can log in to the LCN600 open space 

https://au.bbcollab.com/guest/9fdd8deeb0784dc3b0921af6f57a6342  at any time. 

You will probably be the only person there, but try out the Audio Wizard, click the 

buttons, type a chat message. 

You are also welcome to use this space at any time to meet with fellow LCN600 

students if you wish to chat online or share resources. 

In the Week 1 tutorial I will provide a quick orientation to the Collaborate Ultra 

environment. 

Problem solving 

If you experience any technical difficulties connecting to Blackboard Collaborate 

Contact QUT IT Help Desk https://www.ithelpdesk.qut.edu.au/  ASAP! 

Sometimes students have difficulties connecting the first time they use Collaborate 

on a computer or other device due to software issues. Please don’t panic, it’s the 

technology not you!  

Further information about using Collaborate: 

https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Participant/ 
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